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"-" "'"~-~. . . y_.~~~:women's crew wins championship
~~·Lightweight men take fourth in state
r:.,~ ~r.~~J!hnson

"Kids college"
planned for
Asparagus Festival

'liOden

~ llpind~
The UOP Crew team traveled to
bet11 ~'ll;. Sa~ramento for the state champion-

By Traci Etlinger

lleybau~; sht~s last weekend. The women's
· PhiPps \'as . 1 noVIce four ca~e horne as charnpi-

Staff Writer

.u.s. 01 ~j ons, overpow~ng ~earns from eight

lation bd ~~.~ other schools mcludmg Davis, Sacra. "''\'ill
I
1 . llll rnento tate, anta Clara, StMary's
et tedYGIIl~ . and Cal Poly.
1
irli 0~~ The women's competition was
- .."'.v,1131
......t"wo
•. ~ divided into two heats;the top three of
r bigg
1 each racing in a fmal. Each race was
Ci est~, 2000rneters,andtheheatswerespaced
'I
an hour and a half from the finals.
S- er, ~ Racing in the first heat, the UOP
1
• S. The~tn~1 women's four consisting of Janina
pe~s e~per~~t: 1 J Tollenaar, Nia Johnson, Jeananne
I
7lS IOo
Ford, Nicole Gouguet and coxed by
•
then lost llu!t Jeannine Walsh took frrst with a time
!hat 11-e Y•e~ of 8:25.4. Sac State placed second
(the Chryst with a time of 8:44.2 and Cal Poly
fmished third with a time of8: 54. 8. In
the second heat in went Santa Clara
(8:34.0), UC Davis (8:55.0) and
a801JOSJ2nof.t) Loyola Maryrnount (9:00.0). St.
Mary's and Mills were eliminated
from the finals.
In the finals, the UOP women
jumped ahead at the start and never
looked back. Victory belonged to
..... ~14Dilllllil!lr1 • them as they crossed the fmish line
with a time of 8:18.26, more than 10
seconds ahead of the second place
crew, Santa Clara, who were followed
by Sac State, Davis, eru.-Poly and
finally LMU.
James Miller, the women's coach
and a sophomore at UOP, was elated
by the win. "It is really exciting to see
them take what they deserve, and to
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see that a small, poorly funded program can dominate the larger state
funded schools. I don't think anyone
was truly expecting it." The women's
crew consists of seven rowers, who
share three rowing shells with the
men's program. Larger ~chools such
as Sac State can have 30 or more
rowers and as many shells.
"We have worked extremely hard,
and it is definitely paying off," exclaimed Jearranne J:-ord·, thecaptain of
the women's team and three seat in
the winning four. Since January, the
team has awakened at 5 a.m. in order
to row from three to eight miles each
morning, returning in time for 8 a.m.

classes.
"It is really one of the most challenging sports available, both mentally and physically" commented
Miller. "It taxes virtually every muscle
in the rower's body, and every part of
the stroke must be completed in perfect synchronicity with every other
rower in the boat."
Crew is recognized only as a club
sport, and is funded entirely by the
rowers and a small ~lub activtty fee
from ASUOP. No scholarships are
provided for rowers, and none of the
coaches are paid.
"We are good, and we will continue to do our best, but it takes money

to run a successful program," said
Ford. "We are presently state cham pions, and this is great, but with more
financial and people support, the
possibilities are unlimited."
The Lady Tiger rowers have three
regattas left in the season - a dual
meet featuring Berkley, Mills and St.
May's, the SouthwestRegionalinSacramento, and the Pacific Coast Rowing Championships in Sacramento.
~ ~The-'men's progrdl11, coached by
Patrutio Vicuna and Tom Kimburg,
also raced at the championships. The
lightweight team placed fourth, and
the heavyweights took sixth in their
respective divisions.

Sac State join program

Tri .Delta

UOP,

hosts 7th

Doctorate in education administration

•

annual

fun run
The7thAnnualDeltatoDeltaRun
is this Saturday. Registration begins
at 8:30a.m. behind the Delta Delta
Delta sorority house. The run begins
at 9 a.m. Two courses are available:
the 3.7 mile course to Buckley's Cove
and a one mile course. The entry fee is
$7, which includes a Delra to Delta
Run tank top.
Tri Delta holds the run every year
to benefit one of their philanthropies,
children's cancer research. All proceeds from the event go to the Mary
Kay Baker Oncology and Hematology Pediatric Fund, which directly
benefits the Pediatric Cancer Unit at
the UC Davis Medical Center. Last
year the run raised $800.
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Gil Castillo-The Pacifican
STATE CHAMPIONS . anna Tollenaar, N1a johnson, jeannine Walsh, jeananne Ford, Nicole
Gouguet and coach james Miller.

By Leuenda Cabrera
Staff Writer
The University of the Pacific and
California State University, Sacramento (CSUS), have developed a
program for a joint doctorate degree
in educational administration. The
professional doctorate in education is
the Ed.D. Currently, no such program exists in the North Central California region.
The Master Plan for Higher Education has encouraged exploration of
joint efforts between public and private universities as a potential way to
meet the growing need for advanced
training and ensure equal access to
educational opportunities.
According to Reuben Smith, dean
of the Graduate School, "The joint
doctorate program that .has been
worked out with CSUS is CSUS 's
frrstjoint doctorate degree program."
It is proposed that this program encompass a four- year sequence of

course work, qualifying examinations,
and dissertation completion.
The doctorate program provides
an in-depth program of study related
to leadership theory, school law, school
finance,
curriculum
theory,
multi-<:ultural education, personnel
administration, and organizational
behavior. "This program has to do
with the training of people to be vice
principals, principals, assistant superintendents, and administrators, within

Encouraged
exploration of
joint efforts
between public
and private
universities.
the field of education," said Smith.
The proposed program has been
developed collaboratively between the
two campuses. "Two universities can

UOP is participating in the Asparagus Festival for the third consecutiveyear. Company involvement
and volunteer assistance for the UOP
Kid-; College Booth has been successful. All the booth's projects will
be targeted towards kids.
On-Line Computers will be sponsoring Mac Attack, a program involving 10-20 Macintosh SE'sand educational instructional software.
Dennis Mayugba, teacher for Lifelong Learning, specializes in microscopy. He will be conducting "Bugs
for Kids," which will include nature
walks with children. Children will
also have the opportunity to look at
rare bugs through microscopes.
The engineering department at
UOP will provide a face computer
digitizer. This involves putting a face
on the computer screen which then
gets printed out on paper. Professors
and engineering students will also
participate by giving super conductivity demonstrations, operating
human powered vehicles and displaying a spacestation and chair made of

toothpicks.
Tomato seeds from the moon have
been ordered from NASA. A contest
will be held to draw tomatoes as they
would look like grown on the moon.
The Pharmacy School will contribute by offering hypertension test- ·
ing.
Volunteers for the booth will include students, community people and
Lifelong Learning students and teachers. "A lot of them are going to help
the children construct rockets," says
Jennifer Presten, director of the Kids
CoUege.
From the Admissions Office, Pat
Peters and Janet Shelhase will be
promoting UOP and supplying pencils and other paraphernalia.
KUOP will run six to seven different acts, including one 14-picce ensemble.
The Kids College Booth will be
sponsored by American Savings, with
the remainder of the money coming
from Lifelong Learning.
For more information on the Asparagus Festival Kids College, contact Jennifer Presten at 946-9315, or
Lifelong Learning at 946-2424:

-Weekend conference

honorS John Muit
.

The life and legacy of renowned
naturalist-writer John Muir was the
focus of the 43rd annual California
History Institute held on April19-22.
The conference included two days of
offer resources that are special to the academic discussions and presentauniversity and that, taken together, tions at UOP and a two-day field trip
result in a co111bination of resources to Retch Hetchy Reservoir and
that neither university can offer all by Yosemite Valley.
Approximately 250 to 300 people
itself," said Smith. "The students
benefit because the program can ac- attended the Institute, which also
cept more students and the cost to the commemorated the centennial of
Yosemite and Sequoia National Parks,
student would be less."
CSUS isawaitingfunding. "Since two of the parks Muir helped estab- JOHN MUIR: Self-portrait
the state university does not have lish and preserve through his writing
doctoral programs, there has to be and lobbying efforts. The conference featured presentations of academic
special funding put into the state uni- proceedings also explored environ- papers, panel discussions and audioversity to handle their cost of operat- mental issues affecting California's visual displays submitted by students,
scholars, environmentalists, rutists and
past, present and future.
ing this program," said Smith.
others
who have researched various
The
conference
was
sponsored
by
UOP has offered an Ed.D. in eduaspects
of Muir's life. Environmental
UOP's
newly-established
John
Muir
cational administration since 1951.
In addition to being the oldest institu- Center for Regional Studies. The Hoi t issues relating to California were also
tion of higher education in California, Atherton Library is the repository of the topics of several presentations.
Publishers ofenvironmental books
UOP was one of the first universities most of Muir's private papers and
to have its School of Education fully personal library, including 50,000 and other related publications exhibaccredited by the National Council pages of Muir holographic material ited their materials on campus.
On Saturda·y, April21, the 152nd
for the Accreditation of Teacher contained in 80 volumes of journals,
anniversary
of Muir's birth, Institute
Education (NCA1E). The accredita- 5,000 letters and about 500 original
participants
stayed
overnigh tat Hetch
tion applies through the doctorate manuscripts. Muir's family deposited
Hetchy
Reservoir
in
the northern part
University
in
the
materials
with
the
degree level.
ofYoserniteNationalPark. The group
1970.
UOP has served as headquarters spent the fourth day in Yosemite Valfor the California History Institute ley, where several speakers presented
and hosted the organization's annual programs on Muir's involvement with
conference since 1948. This is the Yosemite. There was also an anniverthird Institute in the pastdecade which sary observation of Earth Day, an
event which helped usher in the
has focused upon Muir.
The first two days, April 19-20, modem conservation movement.

Lecturer to discuss media distortion

ct
1

Michael Parenti, a distinguished American government text, "Democ- Media," "The Sword and the Dollar:
residence professor at the California racy for the Few," which reflects his Imperialism,Revolution and theAnns
State University, Northridge, will be critical view ofcurrent political trends Race"; and forthcoming, "Make Believe Media" about the politics of the
on campus Saturday leading a discus- in America.
In his frequent lectures at college entertainment media
sion on distortion in the media. or
He has received research grants
campuses,
Parenti has discussed such
what he calls "inventing reality." The
from
the Social Science Research
issues
as
democracy
and
economic
lecture will be in the Albright AuditoCouncil,
the Ford Foundation, the
power;
imperialism:
the
arms
race
rium (Wendell Phillips Center, room
Society
for
the Scientific Study of
and
U.S.
interventionism;
inventing
140). A reception will follow the
Religion,
and
various universities.
reality:
political
bias
in
the
news
hour- long seminar. The lecture is
He
served
on
the advisory boards
and
media;
democracy,
revolution
sponsored by the departments of hisof Politics and Society and New Popopular
struggle;
and
related
subjects.
tory and political science.
Parenti's books include "The litical Science. He has appeared on
Parenti is a widely published auAnti-Communist
Impulse," "Trends numerous radio and television talk
thor and has taught political science at
and
Tragedies
of
American Foreign shows.
the State University of New York, the
Audio and video tapes of Parenti's
University of Vermont, Sarah Law- Policy," "Ethnic and Political Attilectures
are sold on a non- profit basis
, renee, Howard and University of tudes," "Power and the Powerless,"
by
People's
Video, P.O. Box 99514,
"Democracy for the Few," "Inventing
Cantebury (New Zealand).
Seattle,
WA
98199.
.
Parenti's most famous work is his Reality: The Politics of the Mass
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Anderson Y. hosts 59th Annual Strawberry
Breakfast
The breakfast will be held on Sunday, May 13 (Mother's Day) from 8
a.m. to noon at the Regents Dining Room Patio. Gourmet cooked eggs,
freshly baked biscuits, homemade jam and fresh strawberries will be
served. Music will be provided by Mu Phi Epsilon music fraternity.
Students, staff and community volunteers will prepare and serve breakfast.
Tickets are $6.50 for adults and $4 for children and students. Reservations
can be made by calling the Anderson Y at 946-2114. Tickets are available
at the Anderson Y, located at 265 West Knoles Way.

Film professor conducts seminars
Diane Borden, English professor, conducted a series of Saturday
seminars in March at the San Francisco Psychoanalytic Institute. The topic
of Film and Sexual Perversion included papers and discussions of the films
"Carnal Knowledge," "Blue Velvet" and "Man of Flowers." Dr. Borden
also wrote an article on the Academy Awards that was syndicated in the
Atlanta Constitution and the San Francisco Examiner.

UOP revises part-time study fees
Fee schedules have been revised to reduce costs for students taking two
four-unit courses per semester. Starting with the fall1990 term, students
taking between .5 and 8.5 units will be charged the same fee of $455 per
unit. Previously, students taking between 6.5 and 8.5 units were charged at
a higher per-unit rate than those taking less than 6.5 units. Also, students
taking less than 8.5 units per semester will no longer be required to pay the
Associated Student (ASUOP) and health center fees, which total $150 per
semester.

International Spring Festival planned
'
UOP's lOth Annual International Spring Festival will be held this
Saturday, April 28, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Hand Hall lawn.
The event will feature food and entertainment, as well as information on
several of UOP's cultural groups.
Everyone is invited to attend the all day event. ASUOP cardholders will
be able to eat free and there will be t-shirts for sale.
For more information contact Derrick Aiona, ISF coordinator at the
Beclitel Center.

'lJe{ta ~{orist
4129 N. ElDorado
College View Center
Stockton, Ca. 95204
(209) 941 -9572

SENATE REPORT·

Dorm changes to

~

take place this fall

Kirsten Miles.-

The Pacifican

WEMYSS HOUSE: The re siden ce hall provides an all -women
environment

tellectual vi!ality," said Marks.
Sue Noble, director of quad residence, will work directly with the
.. m;idence hall community and has set
up an advisory board, Healthy Lifestyles Community Advisory Board,
for the hall. The members of the ad visory board are Sue Abbott, subs lance
abuse coordinator for ROAD; Fran
Abbott, director of the Anderson Y;
Diana Wyrsch, ARA nutritionist;
Kathy Sampson, director of residential life staff an<l._programs; Gary
Howells, professor of psychology; Jill
.Cauthen, registered nurse at Cowell
Health Center; and two residents,
Ginny Calb and Vince Anderson.
"Approximately 40 students have
already shown interest in signing up

for the building," said Marks.
John Ballantyne will still offer an
intercultural community. However,
the Office of Student Life plans to
increase some programming activities to emphasize diversity and intercultural relations within the donn.
Ritter will be open to sophomores
and up. Ritter will be an option for
transfer, returning and older students
who want to live in a residence hall.
"Students and faculty are pretty
understanding of what is going on.
We are giving out as much information as we can so the situation is
understood," said Marks.

Jii Comp{ete ![{orist !For Jll{[ Occasions i
Owners " BJ" and Chuck lker

4 to 4 Run
Saturday

APRIL 28, 1990
R-atatratton 8:30 am
behind Trl Delta
Run lfarts: 9:00 am
3.7 mile run from
behind Trl Delta to
luck..y's Cove
-or1 ml.. funrun

Entry fM: $7 Includes tree A to A run Tank top

All proceeds benlflt the
Pediatric Cancer unit at U.C. Medical Center
Sponsered by Tri Delta and Bud Ught

•.t.-••..

ORDER OF OMEGA
presents its

3rd ANNUAL PIE
AUCTION
Throw a pie at your favorite ·
professor/administrator
McCaffery Center Stage
Thursday, April 26
12 Noon

Scheduled to appear:
Paul Tatsch
Laurie Lichter-Heath
.<V:-ott

lL; ~

The Pacifican
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objects tp
frat flag

By Traci Etlinger
Staff Writer

Two quad residence halls,Wemyss
and Farley, will be closed beginning
fall 1990, partly due to low enrollment and budget factors. Approximately 120 spaces will be out of
operation as a result of the closure.
Should the other residence halls become too crowded, one or both of
these halls will be re-opened.
The decision to close these particular residence halls was reached
because of their proximity to each
other, along with the convenience of a
dining hall close by. The halls may be
used separately or in conjunction with
each other to house special groups,
conferences or academic workshops,
providing some source of income for
budget purposes.
"Student Life is hoping to pull at
least one dorm back into occupancy
within one year," said Jess Marks,
associate dean of students.
Other changes are taking place as
well. The third floor in Werner will be
reserved for women students interested in the option to live on a floor
with either no male visitation or restricted visitation. "Visitors will be
monitored; however, it will be up to
the women to decide on the degree of
male restriction.The remainder of the
dorm will have an emphasis on maintaining a quiet, more studious atmosphere," said Marks.
Jessie Ballantyne will be a theme
dorm with a special emphasis on
healthy lifestyles. ''This wHl include
doing things that place special em- phasis on diet, nutrition, recreation,
exercising creativity and looking at
environmental issues to increase in-

AASU

MCCAFFREY CENT.ER PATIO

Eight members of the
American Student Union reques
that the Senate respond to their co
cern over Archania's display of
Confederate flag at Monday's Sen ,
meeting.
The Senate passed a resoluti
written by Donovan McLeodinar
call vote that reads: "The ASU
Senate would like to ask the Broth
of Archania to discontinue flying
Confederate flag over their house.
recognize that the flag serves as
symbol which offends and alienates1
large portion of this campus. VI!
understand the significant mean~
of the flag to the brothers, but we~
not feel that this outweighs what II!
flag symbolizes to the rest of II!
campus."
Hayden Watson, sophomore sena.
tor and member ofArchania, explaine:
the tradition behind the flag. The frt
temity was formed in the South au
gentlemen's literary society in 18~.
the same time as the Confederat
States of America. To Archania, tl'c

•·

~INTERNATIONAL
International athletes
cts t. contribute to Pacific .

f a9 ~·

id nt Carmichael ellpects
n forum between me1nbel1 ~
nd anyone else
uc ometime in the next

By Benjamin Goorin
Staff Writer
There are currently 12 athletes
from different parts of the world who
are studying at Pacific while com peting on our teams. It is a great experience for both the foreign athletes and
the rest of the University to share
cultural differences. "They create
more diversity for our teams and it is
enriching for all student athletes,"
explained Kathy Klein, assistant director of the athletic department.
There are several UOP basketball
players from abroad: Bolger Fuerst
from West Germany, Charlotte
Soeeberg from Denmark, Lena Peterson from Sweden, and Tine Friel from
Denmark. We have two foreign football players: Peter Miller from Canada and Leo Molly from the Netherlands. There are five foreign students
on the tennis team: Igor Vuletic from
Yugoslavia, Gustavo Pacheco from
Costa Rica, Fernando Alvear from
Mexico, Miles Webster from Australia, and Camilla Gloemmen from
Norway. UOP golfer Thomas Lgung
is from Sweden.
The University has always had
athletes from foreign ·countries, "but
never the numbers we have today,"
says Kathy Klein. "I think it's due to
the fact that we have increased the
availability of scholarships."
Another attraction, according to
football player Peter Miller, "is the
fact that I get to play right away. I
don't have to sit on the bench."
Basketball player Tine Friel appreciates the program. "They push
academics, which is important." Friel
is studying biology, and upon graduation plans to study law back in Denmark. "I like how I get support from
my team and fans here. They resi>ect
you more for playing basketball and
give you more attention. It is much
more exciting." Friel travels with the
team and h~!l'fdj3j561idiilly to
new places all file time. "I get to see
how different the world can be," she
says.
Coaches at UOP are, as always,
looking for pure talent. This is what
leads to the recruitment of international students. David Van de Pol,
UOP's mens' tennis coach who has

five foreign athletes on his team,
explains, "If an athlete has high
enough ratings and is a good student,
wedoourbesttorecruitthcm.Itdoes
not make a difference what nationality a player is. If they are a good
person and can play the game, we
want them.,.,
Not all players are given full academic scholarships. There is a limit to
the amount of money UOP can spend
on foreign recruitment.
As one may assume, there are
differences in the way foreign students. approach the game. Costa Rican tennis player Gustavo Pacheco
has to get used to the way tennis is
played here. He admits that his conduct on the court was initially unacceptable. "I used to get in fights with
my opponents. I've learned to calm
down." He thinks tennis is played
with less excitement than it is in Costa
Rica. "They are less emotional about
tennis here. Also, people are less
outgoing in other things they do here."
Coach· Van de Pol suggests that
Gustavoisan"exuberant"individual.
"There are differences in tempers,
andcertaintypesofbehaviorjustaren't
accepted," he said. The coach gives
point penalties to his team for swearing or committing other types of
unsportsmanlike behavior. Nevertheless, Van de Pol says he enjoys working with the foreign athletes. "It atlows the whole team to share in cuitures and differences. Many have a
small view of the world, and this gives exposure to both sides."
The coaches agree that the players
represent themselves well in their
game and academically. Lena Peterson has been given a basketball academic award and is in contention for
the Big West Scholar.
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Student tourist turns traveler
an American, aren't you?" he asked.
"Yeah," I answered, tentatively.
"How'd you know?"
"Easy," he replied. "The way you
dress, the way you wear your hair,
your shoes, and your purse." This
distressed me to no end. I just didn't
want to stick out.

By Abigail Gardner
Guest Writer
"You're a traveler now, not just a
tourist" If she had said this to me any
earlier, I would have had no idea what
she was talking about Her name was
Valerie, and she was my academic
advisor during my six-month study
abroad experience in Melbourne,
Australia. However, she said this to
me on my last day of my incredible
stay, and her statement made complete sense.
"No problem," I thought, as I
departed San Francisco last summer
in warm July, leaving the good old
United States for one half a year. Yes,
I had indeed studied up on the Australian lingo. I was convinced that I
wasn't going to experience the so
called "culture shock" that I had been
warned about so often. Australia had
been likened to California so often, I
wasn't too worried. Perhaps I should
have been.
I had never anticipated how
"American" I could feel in this strange,
foreign country. (It was strange. We
were driving on the left side of the
road.) Ifeltas ifl, along with the other
American students, stuck out like we
had signs on our foreheads: "We are
foreigners." So I ventured off by
myself, eager to fit in and know my
way around fast.
I rode trains, trams, and buses, but
unfortunately had to ask directions
quite frequently. Thus my accent gave
me away. I then thought if I didn't
open my mouth, they wouldn't be
able to comment on my "Yank" accent and thus wouldn't know I wasn't
a native Aussie. Wrong again.
As I was sitting in silence observing the Melbourne crowds on a rickety, packed tram, a young man struck
up a conversation with me. "You're

How can you
explain the land of
the free, home of
the brave (along
with fast food,
baseball and
movie stars) in five
sentences or less?
This young Aussie, along with
most others, was friendly. All those
myths about the congenial Aussies
were true. They struck up conversations with us wherever we went. We
got a lot of attention. Everyone we
met wanted to make sure we were
enjoying our stay. We even met a girl
at a-pub, and she proceeded to have a
"Welcome Americans" dinner party

fruit. Rather, a Kiwi is a person who is
from New Zealand (which could be
considered Australia's rival).
4. The "No Standing" signs that
you see on the "footpath" (sidewalk
to us "Yanks") don't mean you can't
stand there. They mean no parking.
5. When you are full (as in full with
food and drink) avoid saying that you
are "stuffed." On the same token, you
must not "root" for a team. Both these
words have a derogatory, sexual
meaning.
6. When you've been called a
"dag," you have been likened to a
nerd.
Leaning about another country is
one of the most rewarding experiences to have. Australia is the place,
in my biased opinion, to become an
experienced "traveler." Australia has
the Great Barrier Reef with spectacular scenery and the best scuba diving;
Australia has the Outback, with the
red desert sand and the vast emptiness; Australia has large cities with
plenty and night life, and cultural attractions. To top it off, Australians'
warm hospitality and "no worries"
attitude make it a great place to tour.
Oops-no, to travel. Thanks, Valerie.

College of the Pacific
Student Association

The College of the Pacific Student
Association would like to congratulate
our seniors with the Senior Reception on
. May 1, 1990 in the Gold Room at ?:09 ,<
p.m. following the Senior Assembly,·
meeting on the Commencement
Procedure.

see •

'UOP 'Discounts

~ Uft~~~~

(209) 473-8811
Hours 6:00- 10:00 Daily
Sun 7:00-9:00

Try New Specials Like- Prime Rib Monte C~lo
_ Red Snapper Tamp1co
_ Scampi A La Pierre
- BBQ Ribs with Orange
Cilantro BBQ Sauce

UOP Student Specials
3PMto6PM
7DAYS

TEMPORARY

NAMED 1987 SERVICE BUSINESS OF THE YEAR
lrfTHE SMALL BUSINESS CATEGORY

BY THE OAKLAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
ContaLt rne personally to find out how to Keep
yourself busy this summe~ working in the Bay

Area.
Dede Jenkins Cowan
President and U.O.P.
graduate

~·~·;;~<DAI';;_;~~;;n~'''l

'"'·

A DIVISION OF ASCOT ,f~IONNELIE~VICES INC.

1939 HARRISON ST (SUITE 150) DOWNTOWN OAKLAND

7627 Pacific Ave • Stockton

Thank you to the following students for their
donation to the 1990 Senior Gift.
Rodney Grassmann
Debra Hamon
Max Hanna
Elizabeth Hawley
Anne Heimbucher
Matthew Innes
Elias Larach
Michelle Larson
Allen Layman
Kearson Malmgren
Mercedes Musso
Sara P:~ul
Deborah Petree

RALEIGH BICYCLE OF STOCKTON

. . . . . . . . . . SERVICES

CoW1try Breakfast
Family dining • Cocktails
Banquets • Parties

John Arvizu
Jennifer :Saker
Marta Beckman
Mariela Bianchl
Marjorie Ann Boer
Christina Browne
Juanita Cole
wayne Davis
Traci Edwards
sarah Frazer
Kristin Gain
William Gamlen
David Graham

the very next week. That was when I
realized that it wasn 'tsuch a bad thing
to be an American in Australia. After
these Australians chatted with you a
few minutes, they usually wanted to
know the story behind what America
was really like. How can you explain
the land of the free, home of the brave
(along with fast food, baseball, and
movie stars) in five sentences or less?
Here are some other differences
for you to contemplate if you ever
decide to venture to the great country
of Australia:
1. Most people, including myself,
tend to think everywhere in Australia
is warm and sunny all year round.
Wrong! You are close to Antarcticathink about that! Birds fly north for
the winter. There are places to ski in
Aussie land.
2. Australia is a bit behind in the
times compared with the United
States. Girls wouldn't dream of asking a guy to dance. There is less crime
and fewer people, and people aren't
as competitive (except in "Footy,"
Australian rules football, which is a
cult within itself!).
3. When the Aussies refer to a
Kiwi, they are not talking about the

Vicky Root
Joellen Rose
Deborah Rule
ErikSabo
Adam Schneir
Raymond Sejas
David Spamer
,Adrlanne Stewart
KerVang
ChinhVu
christine Waters
Guy Williams

Your participation and support
are greatly ~ppreciated.

Venetian Square ~
4555 N. Pershing ~ ~
951-9820
Largest Selection of Bicycles and
Accessories in Stockton!!

uickFix

We'll repair your bicycle within 24
hCXJrs-or the service is free!
We repair all makes.
* Special Orders Excepted

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon-Fri 10-7 Sat 9-6 Sun 11-5

The Pacifican
is currently accepting applications
for the position of

Advertising Manager
for the 1990-91 academic year.
Required experience includes:
• Good communication skills
• Managerial skills
• Organizational skills
Preferred experience includes!
• Computer experience
For more information and applications, contact The Pacifican,
Third Floor Hand Hall, 946-2155
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EDITORIAL----.

Final grades are in
With the semester winding down, finals approaching and only
one more issue of the paper left, the time is perfect for The
Pacifican editorial board to grade the University's officials and
departments on their performance over the past year. Each editor's
opinion was averaged into these final grades: The grades reflect
smdent perceptions of administrative authonty tmd how departments are run.
Bill Atchley, president. Admissions are up, so is the endowment. Even though he botched the bomb threat, Atchle~ must be
doing something right. I Ie' d earn more respect,. though, tfhe came
out of his office occasionally ;md commumcated openly and
honestly with the students. Grade: C.
Joseph Subbiondo, vice-president for academic affairs. Good
ideac; and intentions, but rushing class schedule and calendar
changes through without student input was an Atchley move.
Grade: B-.
Judy Chambers, vice-president for student life. An administrator who is straightforward and honest with the students. Her
effort to heighten awareness of drug and alcohol effects is especially commendable. Grade: A.
Robert Benedetti, dean of COP. More visible than his predecessor. A hard worker who is actually consulting students about
the radical changes in the G.E. program. Grade: A-.
Ted Leland, athletic director. His department brought in over
one million dollars. Leland stresses academics and he's interested
in the whole campus, not just athletics. Could be more visible,
though. Grade: B+.
ARA. Pizza delivery and more choices in The Summit are
welcome changes, but the dining hall service and management
remain poor. No letter grade here, but slight improvement on the
status quo earns ARA a pass on the pass/fail scale.
ASUOP. Bungled the elections and worked under a new
constitution before it was ratified. Good programming and attempts to wakeup an apathetic campus, however, deserve mention.
Grade: B-.
Health Center. Throat culture jokes aside, health center service has improved, plus the nurses are nice. They did a good job
with the measles outbreak. Free condoms too. Grade: B.
Public Safety. Save the worst for last. Mishandling of the
bomb threat, lack of candor with students and the press, and the
bad attitude of some officers toward students don't inspire confidence. They're good at giving tickets and citing moving violations, though. Grade: D.

Rhonda Filer
Editor in Chief

------

Wendy Taylor
Business Manager

---------------------------------Kristen Lichau, Sports Editor

Brian Dotson, Managing Editor
James Miller, Production Manager
Sara Schroeder, News Editor
Kirsten Miles, Asst. News Editor
Mike Randolph, Editorial Editor
David Hurst, Entertainment Editor
Susan Brooks, Feature Editor
Victoria Goff, Advisor

Production Staff
jane Sunter
Courtney Moon
Julie Suggs
Sue Buchser

Tom Gregory, Sports Editor
Gil Castillo, Photography Editor
jenny Cale, Copy Editor
jennifer Presten, Advertising Manager
Melissa Gosland, Distribution Mngr.
Chris Curtis, Secretary
Holly Lugassy, Staff Cartoonist

Ad Reps
Sienna Yoshida
Jim Ilog

The Paclflcan Is published every Thursday, except during vacations and final
exams week, by students of the University of the Pacific. Comments from
readers are welcome and strongly encouraged. Guest columns and letters to the
editor must be submitted In typed form by Friday noon. All letters to the editor
must have a verifiable signature, local address and phone number. The
Paclftcan reserves the right to edit all submitted materials. Editorial comments
reflect the views and opinions of the majority of The Paclflcan editorial board,
unless personally signed.
The Paclflcan office Is located on the third floor of Hand Hall, University of
the Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211. Office hours are Monday through Friday 10
a .m.to5p.m.orbya~p~po==ln~tm~en~t~·--------------------------

Editorial: 209 946-2114 Bu iness: 946-2155
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LITTERS TO THE EDITOR
WPC vandalism

must stop
Recently there have been numerous incidents of vandalism and theft
in Wendell Phillips Center. Bulletin
boards have been destroyed, notices
pulled down and trashed, and the litter left for others to deal with. Three
weeks ago, someone started stealing
the binders my students keep their
assignments in. At ftrst it was just the
binders; the notes were left. Then it
escalated to the binders and the notes,
and now, even notebooks arc being
stolen.
You know who you are. But do
you realize that even cheap, petty acts
like these are crimes? Your behavior
is reprehensible and immoral; your
sense of "fun" immature and inconsiderate.
Some of us work very hard to
maintain a bulletin board so that students and other faculty will know
what is going on in our respective
disciplines. The custodial staff works
diligently to preserve the beauty of
this campus and maintain an aunosphere conducive to learning. But you
don't care about the work that people
have put into these things. You want
immediate, infantile gratification, and
the devil take the consequences!
Originally, I thought you were just
too cheap to buy your own supplies. It
seemed merely annoying and pitiable
that you'd rip off your fellow students
to save a couple of bucks. But this
continuing petty larceny leads me to
ask where your sense of decency,
loyalty and honor is. Have you no
shame?
You've hurt others; you've cost

them hard work, time and money. In
my opinion, you don 'tdeserve to beat
(this) university. Obviously, you have
lcamcd nothing about responsibility.
You are devoid of maturity, self-respect, and even b~c consideration
for the rest of this COmmunity. You
have demonstrated that, in your case,
higher education has succeeded in
incalculating no values.
I will not take the blame for that,
nor should any other. You have had an
opportunity to learn, an opportunity
most of the world would envy.
If you can feel any sense of shame
or decency, then you should attempt
to undo the harm you have done, or at
the very least, resolve not to repeat
your abominable ac:ti<;>ns.
I

Professor Mel Thomas
Deparunent of Classics

The Health
SHAC wants

you!
We, the members of SHAC (StudentHealthAdvisoryCommittee),are
interested in health, your health. As
an official organization, one of our
purposes is to promote health awareness and well ness across the campus.
We also act as a liaison between the
students and Cowell Health Center.
We would like your help in creating a
healthy campus, as well as enhancing
the services of the health center. In
our attempt to obtain input from all
students, we have prepared an evaluation form in which you, the student,
can evaluate services of the health
center and give ideas for improvement If you have not had the oppor-

tion?
Every two years there are 145such
ells sound all year
elections in California, but the Slllt
'ly on the hour bel
winners in nextNovember'selections
are already known in 139 due to ger.
and~idnight, sou~ding the
rymandcring. No wonder only halfof
{esuninster ch1mc. The
us vote. (Editor's note: Gerrymander.
l2:30, 5:30 and 6:30p.m.
ing is the act of dividing a geograpb~
toUch for the people walk
cal area into voting districts to give an
unfair advantage to one party in elec. The nusic is recorded on
tions.)
ro-ls, and is heard up to
The greater the number of com- ll!lxrmau::Jy one mile away,
.L-. wm
· d.
Petitiveelectiondistricts thatwehav~ onuc
the more wisely our tax dollars will~ Occauionally, Schilling will pi
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h the lobby of Burns
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Republican and Democratincumbenls lronze metal are played from a
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suchasDia~weFeinsteie,John
ptAials 1r harp bells, Flemish
Kamp or .Pete Wilson.
bells ad Flemish treble
How will the people fare with 1 Schillin feels "choral and h
governor who has taken millions of llork th best on the in
dollarsfromthespecialintcrests,often ~~ell as lk songs. The key obicc
fromoutofstate?Whowillbeserved1 11
J
ben pl~ying the carillon is
Will problems remain unsolved?
~. righ peed and playing wilh
I will also be on the ballot fiX
oon. E rs can not be corrected.
governor on June 5. Like millions of Jlllthav 10 let them fade out."
Californians, I too have been cheated
The ells have been playing si
by gerrymandering, as I learned when 19~. lbpeful!y this traditio n
Iran £or Congress.
.,.
""'•illlu enhancing the atm
By a binding affidavit, I am around campus.
pledged to end gerrymandering on a
nonpartisan basis, which is the onl)
way to restore our right to competi·
tive elections and also to submit the
SHAC committee redistricting plan to the voters fiX
approval.
My background is 32 years as a
businessman and engineer, married
24 years, with two children in college.
I ask for your support.

tunity to fill out an evaluation and
would like to do so, please come over
to the health center where they are
available. We would really like to
hear from you!
Although SHAC just fanned this
semester, our members have already
been active on campus. For instance,
during Well ness Week we organized a
mini-health fair for the purpose of
promoting health awareness. Through
our success with the fair, it became
apparent that there are many health
conscious people on this campus, a
very encouraging sign.
Presently, we are working on
implementing activities and programs
for next year which have been successfulonothercampuses. These ideas
were recently proposed at the Westem Regional Conference for Student
Health in Tuscon,Arizona, which four
members of SHAC attended. In addition to this information, the members
also had the opportunity to discuss
health issues and facilities at other
campuses.
We, the members of SHAC, are
excited about our plans for next year
and welcome new members. If you
are interested in our committee, or
just want to offer suggestions, please
call Carol Roth at the health center,
946-2315. SHAC is here for you, the
students. Make it work!

a
t

California's
next Governor?
When was the last time that you
voted in a closely contested congressional, state senate or assembly elec-

,
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"How .do you feel about the decision to close Wemyss?

11

Asked of Wemyss Residents
Eva Questo
Freshman
Education

"I think it's a bummer becouse it's

probably the nicest and quietest as
for as living environments go. 11

Arlfa Shaikh

Freshman
Pre-dental

• I I

#

"I think it's really bod. It's a comfortable and supportive environment. I
hope in the near future that Wemyss
will be open again."

.

"It was fun living here. The girls are
really friendly. If it was open next
semester I would hove stayed."

Asma Shaikh
Sophomore
Business

Hetty Keaton
Graduate student
English

Laura Plosser
Senior
Communication

"Although I've enjoyed living here
this year, I understand there hasn't
been enough participation to keep
it open."

"It has been a luxury being on R.A.
in Wemyss because of the build·
ing's condition and environment.
But I agree with the school's ded·
sion because it's financially feasible."

.

"I think this is a pretty cool dorm. 1
think it's sod they're closing it. 1
hope I cherish my stay in the next
dorm as I do here. 11
..

JEATURE
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Professor doesn't
mix signals

Bill the McCaffrey Cat.

Faces
ofUOP

excited about it.
Bill the McCaffrey Cat likes to just
Even though her teaching is not
Guest Writer
hangout.
her main activity at UOP, Smith's
"Ilike cruisin' around the University
Students actually have a good time excitement is evident in the classes
By Traci Etlinger
Center," said Bill.
in her class. They pay attention and she teaches.
Staff Writer
Originally from Los Angeles, Bill
are interested in the course subject.
"She is energetic," said junior
·
Every night at exactly 11 p.m. The professor has so many different
to Stockton to get away from all the
came
Caroline Upton. "You remember
UOP's alma mater, Pacific Hail
hustle and bustle.
ways of teaching that the students everything she teaches you because
sounds from Burns Tower. The rna~ never quite know what to expect next;
"It is hard to get a decent meal when
of her methods."
jority of students are unaware of this she talks like a college student, says
the
population is so dense. I got sick of all
Senior Pam Lance has the same
tune:
the cat fights going on, and just wanted
things like "hang out," laughs her feeling about Smith's teaching methsome time to relax and reflect on my
contagious laugh while the class ods.
From o'er the rugged mountains laughs with her, and treats them as her
life," said Bill.
"You can tell that she really likes
standing high
Bill first became aware of Stockton
peers. The classroom is packed, and what she's teaching because she has
From out the broad low valleys no one ever seems to be absent. It is a
on his way back from visiting some relaso much fun with it in class," said
'neath the sky
tives in Tahoe last year.
comfortable atmosphere and infor- Lance.
Our Alma Mater calls, we cannot mal enough that the students can relax
"I saw that water tower sign. You
And she does. "I think it can be a
fail,
know, the one that says' Stockton's great,
and enjoy it.
fun class," said Smith. "If you have
take a look.' So I did, found some cool
Our voices blend in praisefun, you can learn more. I do try and
cats and decided to stay a while," said
Pacific Hail! Pacific Hail!
be really organized in my presentaBill.
Story by Susan Brooks; Photo by Gil Castillo
Long may her flaming torch give
tions and use a variety of different
out its light
materials." Variety is an understate- thatfhe possesses are one reason, but
Long may her spirit guide us in the
n:ent. Smith uses ever~ medium pos- the subject matter is why most of the
right
Sible: the overhead proJector, the chalk students "sign up" (excuse the pun) in
To her we raise our songboard, books, pictures, flashcards, · the first place.
Pacific Hail! Pacific Hail!
handouts~ songs, cookies and a stuffed
"I think the class is fun," said
Smith. "With this, talking with your
bear th~t signs.
Smith keeps the students' atten- hands, it is a whole experience. You
- Simalee Smith
ti~n, and if they catch her making five can laugh at yourself. And they alIs this a dream class? No, it is mlstakes, they are allowed to leave ways have to pay attention- I have
beginning sign language, and the the class.
their visual attention. The class is
until about 11 p.m. Look for the
professor is Simalee Smith. Through"Even if she did do that, most easy if you are a visual learner.
By Guy A. Williams
special promotion to hit the UOP
Staff Writer
out the class sessions, it is hard to pcop1e wouldn't leave," said Upton.·
"Sign language is kind of in now.
campus soon, Tuesday college 1.0.
discern who has more fun- the proThe fun doesn't stop in class. In
and
night, with hamburger and beer barfessor or the students.
addition, the class goes and signs "Sh ' d
d"
Jennifer Presten
gains. This is sure to entice those
Smith first got interested in sign ~hristmas carols for the hearing
.Staff Writer
thrifty students to attend this nearby
language her senior year in college at impaired during the holiday season.
Finally, an establishment that bar.
the University of Wyoming. At this At this time, the students usually get
Stockton can be proud of: Stockton
The clientele of Stockton Rocks
time she was already a speech pathol- their first real experience with the
h
II
Rocks. It'sgoteverythingabarshould is most unusual. It's almost a mixture
. .
ogy major because "I like to work heanng
Impaired. Also, in the interhave: beer, hard liquor, food, televi- of Basil's and Carlos and Luigi's,
with people," said Smith. "I thought mediate sign language class, once a
sions,greatmusic,dancing,aircondi- with a UOP twist
this class gives you a good opportu- semester they go out to dinner and do
_ Caroline Upton tioning, plenty of space, two wet bars,
But by far the best feature offered
nity to do that. The populations that not speak. They only sign.
an extended happy hour and a most is the dance floor. UOP has been
you work with are so diverse. If you
Even though everyone really It used to be shoved in the corner. I delicious specialty shot.
waiting for a place where you can
are an elementary school teacher, seems to enjoy her class, she is not an think society is getting more acceptIf you're in the mood to party and dance, drink and still stay close to
"you're always going to be in an ele- "easy A." Her petite frame and kind ing of hearing impaired people and have fun, then Stockton Rocks (to- home.
mentary school. With this, you can smile may be a bit deceiving.
their communication system. It's neat catcd on the corner of Pershing AveIf you're more interested in drinkwork with babies all the way up to
"She'sdemanding, which is good," that people are trying to learn it, and nue and March Lane, by Fry's) is the ing than dancing, then we highly
adults; you can work in hospitals and saidUpton. "Shewon'ttakeanyslug- hcaringimpairedpcoplearegladabout place for you and your friends. You suggest the house specialty shot. It's
schools. The possibilities are just ger people in the class. It's challcng- that too."
candancethenightaway, watch sports smooth, tangy and you don't need a
ing,butshereallymotivatesyou.She's
Students sign up for beginning on the large video screen, or just take chaser. We're not going to tell you the
endleSs."
Smith received her master's de- a persistent, energetic woman who sign language because of the subject, in the atmosphere and relax.
ingredients, but believe us, this drink
On weekdays, happy hour runs comes highly recommended.
gree in communicative disorders at has a lotto give to people who want to and end up gettingasignificantamount ·
out of it because of the enthusiastic, from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m., and delicious
UOPin 1982andhaslivedand worked give it back."
Be prepared to show your ID at the
Although she may seem demand- caring teacher who leads the class. finger food entrees are free. Draft door, and on the weekends there is a
in Stockton ever since. Smith's main
responsibility at UOP is the univer- ing, Smith has a lighter side as well. More importantly, it docsn 'tjust stop beers during this time are 75 cents a $3 cover charge, but this small fee is
"She's always telling jokes. A once you leave the classroom. Smith mug, and bottles are $1.50. Unfortu- well worth the pleasurable times
sity clinic where she supervises the
students' therapeutic experiences. while back she made cookies for us. relates to students well enough that nately, hard liquor drinks remain the ahead. Plan to begin your evening
However, equally important, she She sat there and basically signed and "it's almost like she's another student same price. This is a great time to early; because by 11, there's usually a
teaches one beginning sign language pantomimed how she made them and sometimes," according to Lance. "I enjoy a sporting event on one of the line to get into this new attraction.
many televisions that can be found
On a scale of four stars being best,
class and one intermediate sign lan- how she messed up on them. It was go to her for a lot of advice."
According to senior Angela Petti- throughout the bar.
J and G are pleased to rate Stockton
guage class. It was not one of her main really funny," said Upton.
Smith's beginning sign language nato," I've never had a teacher reach
For a reasonable amount you can Rocks with a shinning four stars! We '11
goals to become a teacher, but when
class
is
really
hard
to
get
a
space
in.
me
so
much.
She's
a
wonderful
perreceive
various types of sandwiches se6 you on the dance floor! -Cc-Cc'Cn.~
the opportunity came along, she was
Why? The excellent teaching skills son."
and appetizers, which are available
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
---------------------~------------------------------

By Abby Gardner

I

"I like to work
with people. I
thought this class
gives you a good
opportunity to do
that."

I&G's Review:

New sports bar
rocks Stockton

e s eman 1ng,
which is good ...it's
challenging, but
s e rea y
motivates you."

Tuxedo Rentals
and Sales

~&~1~

for all occasions
-Large selection of commerbund
and ties including metallics in a
wide variety of colors.

$5.00 OFF FOR
UOP STUDENTS
Free tuxedo for groom
(for wedding party of 5 or m~re)

1774 W. Hammer Ln.
(Park Woods Center)
477·2442

storage
DON'T LUG YOUR STUFF
HOME THIS SUMMER ....
Instead, why not store It with your local Beklns Moving & Storage
Agent who Is only 2 miles south of the UOP campus.
We'll give you a warehouse receipt for the storage you bring us
and all you have to do Is pick It up next Fall. No need to pay us
until the Fall either!
We sell new and used packing cartons, too.

Tuesday 7 ptn to 9 ptn
Burger & Fries
$2.00

A special summer storage discount provided to all UOP students
who bring us this ad.

Call and compare our rates and services . · ·
Better yet, drop by and inspect our faci lities

B~~!INS
MOVING AND STORAGE AGENCY

UOP ID CARD REQUIRED
4555 N. Pershing
952-3474

943-6683
734 Wilshire Avenue, Stockton
hi )
9
(South on Pershing , right on Fremont Street, loft o n Wl l s '

COOKIHG & EHTERTAIHMEHT
TEPPfiH mLE

Tonight Treat Yourself To
The "Best Tasting Show In
Town" Where Our Knife
Flashing Chefs Prepare
Your Meal At Your Table.
Enjoy Delightful
Dining That
You'll Never
Forget.
Come in for a
special
Graduation
Dinner!

COCKTAILS
OPEN 7 NIGHTS A WEEK FOR DINNER
Lunches Mon-Frl.

,. """"
Reservations

• \..~~, JAPAH

~ --~~
~~ 474-1585
ITE.t.K I HAFOOO
SK BenJamin Holl Ortve

•
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The Paci

1989-90 TV season closes with few surprises
Fox network up, big three networks viewership down overall
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
:
:

By David Hurst

TQ p 5
1. "Co"sby Show"
"Roseanne" (tie)
3 • cheers

•:

Entertainment Editor
Like television seasons of the past,
this year's race between the networks
held a few surprises in store for the
big three; namely the ladder climbing
of the Fox Network, who just three
years ago was touted as being a waste
of time and certain to collapse after a
year.
Fox gave the networks a run for
their advertising money, and brought
millions of viewers in touch with the
Fox styleofbroadcasting- hip, smart
and funny.
While none of Fox's shows broke
the top 20, "The Simpsons" wrangled
its place at number 30 in the overall
Nielsen ratings released last week.
While the networks might scoff at a
30 rating, the number proves to Fox
that it has the stamina to keep up with
the big leagues. After all, tied with
"Simpsons" were NBC favorite
"Night Court" and ABC's dramedy
"Doogie Howser M.D."
In addition to "The Simpsons,"

•

II

•:
••

.••
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"Cheers," "A Different World,"
"Golden Girls," "60 Minutes," and
"Wonder Years" rounded out the top
10 asdidsurprisenewcomer"Americ;'sFunniestHomeVideos."
" Videos" was not considered to be

:

•

•

4. "Different World"
5. "Funniest Videos"

:•
•
•
•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Fox placed a number of series in the
running for future competition, including "Married ... With Children,"
the highly touted, sometimes offensive show about the irrepressible
Bundyfamily. Theshowplaced52nd
this year, tying in the overall ratings
with Fox newcomer"In Living Color."
("In Living Color" will not be included in most Nielsen end-of-theyear tallies because it had only aired
three episodes before the season-end
ratings came out).

Other Fox shows such as "21 Jump
Street" and "Alien Nation" may not
have fared as well as its animated
network colleagues, but analysts are
keeping in mind the fact that Fox is
reached by eight percent fewer areas
than the major networks.
On the air elsewhere, "Roseanne"
and "The Cosby Show" tied for lhe
first place position this year, Cosby
having won the position alone for lhe
previous four years. Such television
staples from years past such as

Emeritus S}' Kahn directs
11
Amadeus'' for ·SCT
Technical play rare in community theatre
Stockton Civic Theatre will close
its 39th season w1th a production of
"Amadeus"byPeterShaffer. SyKahn,
professor emeritus from the University of the Pacific, is the director. Dr.
Kahn taught at UOP for 23 years and
was chairman of the drama department as well as executive director of
Fallon House.
Kahn's previous SCT shows have
included "Night of the Iguana," "6
Rooms RivVu," "Streetcar Named
Desire," and "Picnic."
The story of "Amadeus" depicts
the brief life of Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart as seen through the eyes of his
arch rival and nemesis, composer
Antonio Salieri.
To those who love Mozart's music
and expect his image to be that of &
delicate and mannered gentleman, his
depiction will be somewhat ofa shock.
He was rude, shallow, vulgar and vain,
and childishly insensitive of the feelings of others.

Both his demeanor and genius so
angered Salieri that it consumed him.
Salieri, who in his lifetime received
many rewards and held a high court
position, was virtuous and dedicated
to serving God and his fellow man.
He felt that his most important compositions were inferior to Mozart's
most casual works.

"Amadeus"
Stockton Civic
Theatre
Through May 13
tickets $10/$9
One may question the soundtrack
used for such an important musical
production, but not to worry. Dr.
Kahn has secured a professional
soundtrack through the director of
opera at the University of Wyoming
used for a production of the show
there.

"Amadeus" is a large scale show
which is artistically and technically
exciting and demanding. I tis difficult
to produce and is rarely done by
community theatres. This will be the
frrst time that SCT has attempted the
production of this play.
The production runs through May
13. Evening shows are at 8 p.m.,
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
Matinee showings will be presented
at 2:30p.m. on April 29 and May 6.
Tickets are available through the
SCT box office and before the performances are$10forFridayandSaturday; $9 for Thursday and Sunday
with a $2 student discount for those
19 and younger.
The Stockton Civic Theatre is
located at 2312 Rosemarie Ln. in the
Venetian Bridges area. For ticket
information or show dates, contact
the box office at 473-2424.

Mr. A's

Piano man
not just
awesome
By Anne Swehla
Guest Writer
Paul McCartney, Billy Joel, Janet
Jackson and Madonna-- big names to
anyone-- and an incredible line-up for
spring concerts. Well, I was lucky
enough to see the "Piano Man" in
concert, and this ~ould be an incredibly short and precise review of that
concert if I said what I told all of my
friends-- "He was awesome; he is
cool." But, I shall elaborate, which is
my nature.
The Coliseum shook from the
beat's vibrations, smoke rose and then
it was black. Billy Joel had arrived to
his lhird of fourConcerts in Oakland.
Amidst the smoke, Joel opened with
the title song off his new album, Storm
Front. His next cut was "Allentown"
from the Nylon Curtain. Joel then
mellowed at the piano with "New
YorkS tate Of Mind." He then relaxed
and worked the crowd, winning them
over by stating how impressed he was
wilh their bounce back from the October earthquake and then announcing
his admiration of the As trouncing of
Seattle. He finish~~is-:Segmcnt with
"I Left My Heart in Sap.Francisco."
Joel is energetic, versatile and fun.
He plays to the entire crowd regardless of where you are sitting. His
stage is set up so that the audience has
an excellent view of Joel as he sits at
his piano.
His crowd was a diverse group

Janet Jackson and Chuckii Booker will play at the Oakland Coliseurn
on April28, 29, May 1 and 2 at 8 p.m. Tickets have sold out but are available
for the May 4 concert at the Arco Arena. Tickets for that 8 p.m. shew are
$23.75.
Eric Clap ton is scheduled to appear at the Shoreline Amphitheatre on
Saturday, May 5. Tickets for this 8 p.m. concert are $22.50 and $19.50.
Kaoma will perform the "Lambada Dance Show" on Saturday, May 12
at 8 p.m. at the San Francisco Civic Auditorium. Tickets for the event are
$17.50 general admission.
Whitesnake and Bad English will play Friday, May 18 at the Cal Ex!XJ
Amphitheatre. Show starts at 7:30p.m. with tickets at $19.50.
Madonna will play at the Oakland Coliseum on May 18-20 at 8 p.m.
Reserved tickets are $30.
David Bowie performs at the Cal Expo Amphitheatre on May 23 and at
the Shoreline Amphitheater on May 28. Both shows start at 7:30p.m. with
$27.50 price tags.
Milli Vanilli and Young M.C. will play at the Shoreline Amphitheater
on June 1 at 7:30p.m. Tickets are $18.50. The artists will play at the Ca! 1.J1ridllV.fVIAJ
Expo Amphitheater on June 3 a~ 7:30p.m. Tickets are $19.50.
New Kids On The Block are scheduled to play at the Oakland Stadium
on Saturday, September 8 for a 7 p.m. performance. Tickets are $25
reserved.
representing the range from high
school to aging yuppies, but Joel
played music to bridge all these generation gaps.
The friend I was with remarked on
how sad it was that Joel has so many
popular songs, too many for him to
play at one sitting, so you never get to
hear all of your favorites. Billy Joel
tried, however, playing songs from
hisearliestalbumstohiscurrentStorm
Front, including "Scenes From an
Italian Restaurant," "Goodnight
Saigon," "Keep the Faith," "Still

Rock and Roll," and an
version of "Innocent Man" with
all alone on the stage in black ature•Jwk-.a~wn
spotlight.
All throughout the concert
kept up•anooergetic paoeand pla~•briirul
with the crowd, even dancing
giant teddy bear given to him by
in the crowd.
As the concert came to an
Joel returned to the stage for
encores of "Keeping the
willS .enkr soloists. AA-· •
"Matter of Trust," and, of coum
Ullll
"Piano Man."

CAP&GOWN•
Special

$19.90

4663 PACIFIC AVENUE • AT MARCH LANE
NEXT TO SUBWAY SANDWICHES • 478-6124

VODKA$

tions for videos have placed the show
at the top.

April 25 -June 30

LIQUOR MARKET

POPOV.

a likely hit at the start of lhe seaso~.
but promotional events and compeu-

While there were hits, there were
also misses. NBC's expected breadwinners"Baywatch" and "Sister Kate"
fell to the bottom of the list at 81 and
78 respectively. CBS's "Famous
Teddy Z" is placed at 70 and ABC's
"Life Goes On" proved thatitmay not
go on after all, pulling in a place at
number 101.
• Though the networks will not re-

GLEN ELLEN

639
L1ter

Sauvignon Blanc & White Zinfandel

750rnl

$317

5/6/90

5/6/90

<!}oronq
$ 4 29
6pkor
12 oz bottles

5/6/90

DOS EQUIS

XX

750ml

BEER

$ 3 89

+CRV

A group of Pacific alumni would 11ke
·
•
to assist interested Uniniversity
of
the Pacific 'students in forming a Rugby Team

5/6/90

TECATE BEER
6pkor
12 oz bottles

$ 3 69
+CRV

6 pk or

Miller
$ 4 29
._____;;._;;__;;_=-=...:.....J

12ozbottles

• Genuine Draft
• Draft L;ght

+ CRV

A\n •DrQanizational "'\eetin!! will be held
on lfhursday~ ~\ay 3t at 31:311U p.m. In the
StaQQ 112oom in the ~\ain ,r;ym.
For more information, call Linda at 946-2248
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TH.E ARTS

McCAFFREY CENTER GALLERY
The McCaffrey C~nter Gallery i~ now exhibiting works featured in a
seven-year retrospccuvc of Leonard s Artspacc, a Modesto based aile
The McCaffrey Center
ry.
. Gallccy is located on the sccond noorg o f the
Caff:
C
Me
rey enter and 1s open Monday through Friday, 9 a.m.-9 p.m.;
Saturday and Sunday 3-9 p.m. For more information contact
1
Malone at 946-2814.
'
ar a

c

RICHARD H. REYNOLDS GALLERY
The Richard H. Reynolds Gallery will exhibit works by ~
L
Hartman throug.hApril26. Hartman's work includes drawings, pr~7:and
computer graph1cs. The Reynolds Gallery is located in room 107 of the art
department Galle~ hours ~e Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. and Sunday
2-5 p.m. For more mformatton, contact the art department at 946-2241.

McCAFFREY CENTER THEATRE
ANGEL HEART: Starring Lisa Bonet, Mickey Rourke
Thursday, April 26 at 7 and 9:30p.m.
Saturday, April28 at 7 p.m.

THE BEAR: Starring Bart
Friday, April 27 at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 28 at 9:30 p.m.
Sunday, April29, at 2, 7, and 9:30p.m.

n 1ny 1 ·20 at 8

P.m.

MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON: Starring James Stewart
Tuesday, May 1 at 9 p.m.

trc on May 23 an
lllllnt

7:30p.m,!~

t the Oakland Stadiwn
e. Tickets are S2S

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
The Conservatory of Music will present the Pacific Singers in a
"Bon Voyage" concert at Stockton's Cathedral of the Annunciation on
Friday. May 4, at 8:15p.m.
The group, conducted by William Dehning, will present the program
in the cathedral because it duplicates the conditions and acoustics of
that they will encounter in Europe.
Admission is by $2 scholarship donation; students and children are
admitted free of charge.
The Symphonic Wind Ensemble will.perform its annual "Concert in
the Park" on Sunday, May 6 at 4 p.m. The concert will take place on
Knoles Lawn behind Burns Tower on the UOP campus. Dr. Robert
Halseth will act as conductor of the performance.
Admission to theconcert is free, aJl!l the audience is encouraged to
bring picnic bmr;h baskets. bl~ets, etc.

.,

h)

The final concert of the season will be the Conservatory's Commencement Concert on Saturday, May 19 at 7:30p.m. in Faye Spanos
Concert Hall. The Univeristy Symphony Orchestra will perform, as
will 5 senior soloists. Admission is free.

Arts and crafts highlight Solo
fifth asparagus festival artists
A record 84 artists and crafunakers
will display their talents and original
works at the arts and crafts show of
the fifth annual Stockton Asparagus
Festival, to be held this weekend at
Oak Grove Regional Park.
According to the Stockton Arts
Commission, which is in charge of
the arts and crafts show, the number
of participants this year is a record
and is 14 more than were involved last
year. According to Nick Elliot of
SAC, more than 300 applicants were
turned away from the show this year
because of the competition for space.
Arts-and-crafters are representative of California and other areas in
the U.S., including Arkansas and

Oregon.
Arts presentations include works
by two sculptors, four painters and
caricaturists. A photography display
will be featured, with three photographers being the subject of the exhibi-

5th annual
Stockton
Asparagus festival
April28-29
Oak Grove
Regional Park
Lion. Face painting will also be one of
the attractions.
A numberofbooths featuring craft

rev i ewe d

will offer :eir wares. Dolls, stuffed
animals, crystals, calligraphy and
glass works are available for sale, as
are traditional crafts such as quilts,
blankets, chimes, and baskets.
The arts and crafts show is just
part of the many plans for this year's
festival. The Asparagus Festival is
known for its celebration of the famous area vegetable in music, cookoffs and activities.
The fifth annual StocktonAsparagusFestival begins Saturday,April28
and continues through Sunday afternoon at Oak Grove Regional Park,
north of Stockton at I-5 and Eight
Mile Road.

By Eric G· Ironson
Staff Columnist

Sinead 0' Connor-1 Do Not Want
What I Haven't Got
With her second release, the closeshaven girl from Ireland offers 10
cuts, half of them ballads. It doesn't
matter though, because this singer has
a seriously captivating voice. The
popular slow song, "Nothing Compares 2 U," was written by Prince,
with the customary trademark of not
spelling out the "2" or ''U." The
second single, "The Emperor New
Clothes," is the strongest track, with
good guitar from Marco, ofAdam Ant
fame.
Another song to program is "Jump
in the River," originally recorded last
year. Thesecondcut, "IAmStretched
on Your Grave," has a hard rap beat,
which isn't surprising considering that
she performed on this year's Grammys with the Public Enemy logo on
the side of her head.
The only problem with the album
may be that five slow songs are too
many.

Department of drama and dance
ends season with performances
Play festival, dance concert featured
Bean. Their plays will be directed by
students Megan Cavagnaro and Sal
Entertainment Editor
Velasquez respectively.
The University's department of
The second place awards went to
drama and dance will offer their final "My Mother, My Friend," by Megan
performances for the public in the Cavagnaro, and "When Shadows
coming week. The drama department Seem Like Walls," by Barbara Muller.
is scheduled to present its annual Petit These two productions will be diPlay Festival for the campus on May rected by Leslie Fielding and Guy
2, while the dance company will bring Williams.
UOPDanceln Concert to life on April
Presentations of the fifth annual
27-28, and May 4-5.
Petit Play Festival is scheduled for
The Petit Play Festival is the May 2 at 7 p.m. in the DeMarcus
completion of a playwrighting com- Brown Studio Theatre. Admission is
petition held in March. Competitors $1.
were judged in early April on their
While the drama students gear up
original plays. Four of seven entries to display their talents, the dance
were selected for production in the department is right in step, rehearsing
festival. In addition to seeing their for the UOP Dance In Concert The
plays produced, winning students also concert will represent many types of
received a cash award of $40 for first dance and artistic movement.
_ Featuring the choreography of
place and $30 for second place.
Thefitstplace winners were "One
More Time" by'Bobbie Wallinget and
"Familv With Two <;:hairs." bv Ke_yi.n

By David Hurst

UOP dance faculty Anandha Ray,
Sandra Christensen and Penelope
McCalley, the dances will be presented by students in the department.
Among the pieces to be performed are
Peter Murphy- Deep
"Judy Jock," demonstrating the physiPeter Murphy has come a long
cal side of the dancer/athlete, and
"Mayday! Mayday!," a piece choreo- way from his Bauhaus days, where he
graphed by Anandha Ray which re- shared the vocal chores with Daniel
cently represented UOP at at the Ash and David J., now in Love and
American College Dance Festival in Rockets. His last album, Love HysArizona. The concert will be the last teria, was excellent, and the new one,
for Ray, who will be leaving UOP at Deep, is just as good, if not better.
The current Peter Murphy is ideal
the end of this semester.
for
CD play, and to buy it on cassette
The performances will be April
or
LP
would be a crime. The current
27-28 and May 4-5 in the Long Thesingle,
"Cuts You UP," is being played
atre. Showtime is 8 p.m. A special
on
mainstream
rock stations as well
matinee will be presented onApril29
as
the
modem
rock
ones. "Shy" is a
at 2:30 p.m. Tickets are available
favorite
track,
with
a
cool rap break in
through the department or at the door
for $6. Students, staff and senior the middle. In addition, he did a good
job of songwriting.
citizens are admitted for $3.

, M m."
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** ATTENTION SENIORS **
•

Make your donation to the

SENIOR GIFT
today!!
~all your checks - $19.90- to

Annual Fund
Burns Tower 6th floor
OR

Stop by the UOP Bookstore

MORRIS
CHAPEL
Sunday
11:00 am
Dr. Gary Putnam
University Chaplain

~-----------------lOTH ANNUAL----------------~
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INTERNATIONAL SPRING FESTIVAL

CULTURE SHOCK

m

Coca-Cola®

Call Us! 952 ..3030

~ availablein

4343 Pacific Ave. • Stockton

12 oz. cans.

®

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA~

Saturday, April28
1 Oam to 4ptn
Hand Hall Lawn

FREE FOOD for ASUOP
CARDHOLDERS

1----- Spon~ored by UPBEAT

-----

-----

BUILD
YOUROWN!

$6.99

~:~~

$8.99

ONEORIGINAL

lI

-----~I

DOM,INO'S
PANPIZZATM

SPECIAL!

ONE PAN PIZZA WITH

S9.99

sfio:99

1
I

'IWOORIGINAL
MEDIUM CHEESE

'IWOPANPIZZASEACH
WITH ONE TOPPING

1
I
Add the toppings of your choice 1
I for justa little extra. Coupon
1 required. Expires: 5/2/90. I

Addi tiona\ toppings extra.
Coupon required.
Expires: 5/2/90.

II

:I

lI $10.99 lI
1
I
1

Getalargepizzawithyourcholce
of two toppings for only $10.99.
Additional toppings extra.
Coupon required.
Expires: 5/2/90.

1
I
1
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;;;SPORTS

The

Spring
football
Softball. ranked.
Tiger Tracks
ends Saturday 11 th in t~.~ili.~~~o~?

Thursday, April 26-Saturday, April 28
Women's Tennis at Big West Championships .................... TBA
Men's Tennis at Big West Championships ......................... TBA

AIum n•I game measures skill

Friday, April 27
Baseball at San Jose State ................................................ 7 p.m.

By Traci Etlinger
Staff Writer

Saturday, April28
Football vs. Alumni................................................... 1:30 p.m.
Baseball at San Jose State ................................................ 1 p.m.
Softball at US International.. ........................................... 1 p.m.

After four grueling weeks ofspring
drills, the UOP football team now has
a chance to prove themselves in a
game situation. On Saturday, April28
at 1:30p.m., theTigersquadwillmeet
the alumni in the annual spring Alumni
game.
Playing for the alumni team will
be any past football players varying
from 10 years ago to graduating seniors.
Participants on the Tiger team are
members from next year's roster
except for the incoming freshmen and
transferswhodidn'tarrivethisspring.
In 1947, the Quarterback Club was
started which sponsored the spring
game; the Alumni Game as we know
it today started in the 1950s.
" An outstanding alumni player
awardwasestablishedin 1957named
after Galen Laack," said Cindy Spiro,
athletic department historian. The
award has been given out annually
since the 1970s.
"The game was discontinued for a
while," said Spiro. "It has now been
revived; however, sometimes they
don't have it because there aren't
enough players."
"1lte game gives the coaches an
idea of who can do what," said Doug
Smiley, sports infonnation director.
"It's the last hurrah for spring football." If the players do well in the
spring game, it will carry over for fall
football. According to Smiley, "This.
is a chance for players to prove themselvesandestablishwherethcy'llenter
fall camp at."
Walt Harris head football coach
is "looking fo~ard to see that 19 day~

Sunday,April29
Baseball at San Jose State .......................:........................ 1 p.m.
Softball vs. UNLV ........................................................... 1 p.m.
Tuesday, May 1
Baseball at Sacramento State .......................................... 3 p.m.
All home games in Bold

Baseball drops three
game series w.ith UCSB
By Tom Gregory
Sports Editor
The UOP baseball squad lost a
three game series to UC Santa Barbara this past weekend to drop their
record to 14-30.
The weekend started on a bad note
for the Tigers when the Gauchos
plugged out a 13-3 victory. UOP
pitcher Dave Cloninger was on the
mound for six innings and had only
allowed four hits when he was replaced with a 2-1 Tiger lead.
However, the Tiger bullpen and
fielders were unable to do the job as
the Gauchos scored 12 additional runs
in the last three innings.
· On Saturday the Tigers lost by a
score of 6·2 and once again it was the
lack of support for the UOP pitchers
that lost the game. Junior Jim Yanko
pitched the entire nine innings and
gave up only one earned run. UCSB 's

MikeCzarnetzki andJeffAntoon, who
are leading the Big West in batting,
came up empty handed in six attempts
against Yanko. Unfortunately, Yanko
was tagged with a loss and his record
now stands and 1-8.
Santa Barbara wrapped up the
three-game sweep on Sunday with an
11-5 victory. This time it was UOP
pitcher Joe Brownholtz who was the
unlucky one. Brownholtz, who has an
earned run average of only 1.86 in 38
innings of work, only gave up two
earned runs in 5 2{3 innings of work.
However, the Tigers gave up seven
unearned runs in the same span, and
Brownholtz was handed the loss.
For the weekend, the Tigers had
30 runs scored against them, 19 of
which were unearned.
The Tigers will be playing in San
Jose this Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, and will return home to face
UNLV next week.

NFL draft highli~hts juniors
Kristen Lichau
Sports F.ditor
"D-day" was last Sunday. That's
draft day if you're a sports fan or
college football player. This year it
didn't mauer if you were a senior or
junior due to the league's new ruling
that allows juniors to enter the draft.
In fact, 38 tried to take advantage of
dodging school early. But after the
first few rounds, the juniors went
slowly. In fact, it looks like 20 will
have to try their luck at free-agentry'
because only 18 were actually drafted.
Among the top 25 players selected,
eight were juniors. Five of them were
chosen in the first seven picks. The
ftrSt selection of the draft was a junior
from Illinois. Jeff George, a quarterback, led the draft by signing a $15
million, six-year contract with the

Indianapolis Colts. The Colts acquired
the pick from the Atlanta Falcons for
All-Pro offensive lineman Chris Hinton, wide receiver Andre Rison and
an exchange of draft choices. Many
believe that Atlanta was the team that
made out the best this year.
Another of the juniors picked is
the younger brother of a former UOP
player, Savai Seau. His brother, Junior Seau is a linebacker from USC andt
was the San Diego Chargers' first
choice. Seau expressed his reason for
entering the draft as a junior was to
avoid the possibility ofinjury although
he realized he is lacking experience.
"Experience will take place in minicamp," said Seau. "I'm the first to
admitl lack experience, but I'm ready
to meet the challenge."
As far as UOP players go, none
were lucky this year as far as being

drafted is concerned. But Tiger senior
offensive lineman, Gary Barlow
signed as a free-agent with the New
York Giants. This will provide him
with the chance to try out for the
Giants' squad this year.
Around the Big West, two players
from Fresno State went in the first two
rounds. ComerbackJeffWilliams will
repontoBuffalo, while teammate Ron
Cox was drafted by the Chicago Bears.
Cox was one of 17 linebackers who
signed within the first five rounds. It
was an expected big day for that position.
Mike Pringle, a running back from
Cal State Fullerton signed with the
Falcons in the sixth round.
The 1990 NFL draft is over. Considering the fact that teams have five
months to narrow their rosters down
to 45 players, the easy part is over.

By Tom Gregory

SportsEditor
The 11th-ranked UOP softball
team won two out of four games this
of practice and five weeks of work past weekend, taking one game from
have paid off in the areas of effort and both San Diego State and UNLV.
the technical and fundamentals of the
On Friday, the Tigers rolled past
positions, as well as the execution of the SDSU Aztecs in the opening game
our systems- kicking, defense and ~fa double-header with a score of 7offense."
1.
Coach Harris is hoping the
UOP received a fine pitching persucngths of the team to be enthusi~sm formance from Sue Cardinale who
and execution. However, he clrums gave up only six hits in five innings.
"Jack of depth" as a weakness.
Wendee Espinosa then came in to do
Unfortunately, the Tigers already the finishing touches as she no-hit the
have some team members are sitting Aztecs in the final two innings to pick
out of spring drills with various inju- up the save.
rics.
,
UOP did most of its offensive
Quarterbacks Troy Kopp and damage in the fourth inning when
David Hennigan are both going to they scored five runs. A big double by
watch the game from the sidelines. ReeveFullerwasresponsibleforthree
The duties will be in the hands of Tiger runs during that inning.
red shirt Daryl Hobbs and Kris King.
The Tigers weren't as fortunate in
When asked about this year's the second game, however, as the
success of the team as opposed to last Aztecs snuck by with a 3-1 victory.
year, Coach Harris said, "I can't anSuzi Bradach blanked SDSU in
swer that, but I always want to hope every inning but the second when she
for a better game than the previous allowed all three Aztec runs. The small
year."
lead was all that San Diego needed to

6 hits on the afternoon.

TheTigers'loneruncame in
first inning when team batting
Sara Paul singled in Fuller.
On Saturday, UOP was again
valved in a double-header; this ·
against UNLV.
In the first game the Tigers
once again only able to prOd~
single run. Paul was responsible
the lone RBI, her 12th on the
Cardinale took the loss and
her record to 13-9.
In the nightcap, the Tigers
to split the series with the
ended up with a 1-0 victory
pitching of Bradach, whose
stands at 15-10.
Espinosa, who was playing
base for this game, pr~vided
winning RBI in the second
when she doubled home in
DeBenedetti.
The Tigers now hold a
overall record, and are 11-14 in
ference.

By Greg Chang

Staff Writer

In the sporting world, almost ev-·
ery facet of the game is duly recognized. Athletes receive awards for onthc-fieldachievemen~deemedabove

an? ~yond mere ordm~. standards.
Wmmng coaches are similarly bonorcd.
Jim Thornton, ATC, a member of
the UOP athletic training staff, has
been rewarded for distinction in his
behind-the-scenes profession, sports
medicine.
Thornton, the trainer for the UOP
baseball team, is having his master's
thesis in physical education published
in the Journal of the National Athletic
Trainers Association. He will also be
presenting the study at the annual
meeting of the National Trainers
Association this June in Indianapolis.
Being acknowledged for excelknee by one's peers is no small feat,
and Thornton knows it "I think it's an
honor any time you can contribute to
our field," he said. "It's also a lot of
fun."
The study explored the contributions that the interna1rotator (a muscle
group in the shoulder) have in giving
an athlete throwing strength. In collecting data, Thornton used pitchers
from UOP and Delta College and
compared the ratio between muscle
strength and the speed of their fastballs.
Thornton said that by improving
and strengthening the internal rotator,
an athlete can improve one's throw-

The Pacifican

Gil Castillo -The Pacikl

Jim Thorton uses pitcher Jim Yanko to display a test used for his
master's thesis that will be published nationally this year.
ing suength. This benefits not only undergraduate work at Utah Sill
sports involving throwing, like baseball and football, but any sport that
involves overhand motions, such as
volleyball and water polo.
"(The study) leads to practical
implications relative to preventing
injuries to throwers," said Dr. John
Bolter, who served as Thornton's
master'sthesisadvisorandassistedin
research and data analysis. "It will
help to evaluate where weaknesses
might be and to prevent damage."
Thornton has been a part of the
UOP training staff since last August.
He also works as an assistant athletic
trainer for the football team, in addition to his baseball duties. He did his

University, graduating in 1987,8111
beganhisgraduatestudiesatUOP~

same year.
Mike Wilborn, ATC, UOP's heai
athletictrainer,hasnothingbutp~

for Thornton. "He is strong profet
sionally and handles himself wellil
all athletic training environmenu.'
said Wilborn. "He is well respected
by his peers and the athletes he w()ltl
with."
Thornton aspires to be a hell
trainer for a Division I university ttl
professional sports team, be it baSt'
ball or football. "I like athletic trait
ing," he said, "and to be able to~
researchandfurthertheknowledged
other trainers."

for the 1990-91 academic year.
Required experience includes:
• Organizational skills
• Secretarial skills
Preferred experience includes:
• Computer experience
• Accounting/Bookkeeping experience.

HELP WANTED

Attention! Earn money reading
books! $32,000/yr. income potential.
Details 1-602-838-8885 ext BD 7481.
Attention!- Postal Jobs! Start
$11.41/hr. For application info call1602-838-8885 ext. M7481, 6am lOam, 7 days.

For more information and applications, contact The Padfican, Third Floor Hand Hall, 946-2155
Need babysitters who will be

Pacific Baseballl990 !
CONGRATUlATIONS & BEST WISHES
TO ALL THE TIGER PLAYERS AND COACHES

We Know This Season
Will Be A Great Success!
"Meat"
& "Mash"

Go Tigers!!!

Get some K's-Chrlstlan ·Meat· Reinheimer!
Mash some Taters-Kelth ·Mash· Johnson!
Phil & Vicki Reinheimer

: :1unday. The School of
be .

spending the summer in town for
adorable little 2 yr old boy! Please
call472-0711.
DAY CAMP STAFF from the SF/
East Bay for: rowing, canoeing, fishing counselors. maintenance position. Roughing it Day Camp, PO Box
1266 Orinda, CA 94563. 415 2833785.

Macintosh 512kEnhancedcomputer
with 20mb internal hard drive, printer,
modem, assorted software, and tracball
I/0 device. $799 FIRM. PH: 4743769.
Attention! Govemmenthomesfrom
$1 (U-repair) Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call 10602-838-8885
Ext. GN 7481.
Computer-new. 386 SX, 20mhz,
one megabyte, mono monitor w/adaptor, 1.2 or 1.44 TEAC disk
drive... enough to run an awesome
computer. Only $1,460. Call 9566836.
Sale!! Sony Watchman TV worth
$180-portable, brand new, never used,
must sell for $80 or best offer. Great for
picnics, dorm rooms, etc... Pleas call
Brian 944-7816.

Thanks A-Phi -0 and those whO
care.
save me
and I'll save you
Safe together naturally
Safe together naturally
.
-Mother Earth(Kim Ung, A-J'bl·
0)

Happy Birthday Gina, You're lhl
best! Luv ya Gocko.
Hey Kid!! Howmanymoredays1Not many! Picture this... sipping aer·
man Ale in the Alps with two gor·
geous Swedes named Hans and yor·
gon!!... I like id I can't wait!!-Gertit
Congratulations Women's Cre'll

FOR SALE

Attention! Govemmentseizedvehicle fonn $100. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers
Guide. 1-602-838-8885 Ext. A 7481.

One pair telemark skis/bindings and
one army trunk. Cheap!! call Tony

944-7959.
PERSONALS

A ring was found on campus. Call
847-6457 to claim it.

I have a 14" refrigerator for sJI'
for $50 & an Amana air conditione!
for $75 or best offer, If interested
please call liz at 944-7156.
Happy Birthday Mitch.
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